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STABLE VECTOR BUNDLES ON ALGEBRAIC SURFACES

WEI-PING LI AND ZHENBO QIN

Abstract. We prove an existence result for stable vector bundles with arbitrary
rank on an algebraic surface, and determine the birational structure of a certain
moduli space of stable bundles on a rational ruled surface.

1. Introduction

Let J?i.(r ; Cx, c2) be the moduli space of L-stable (in the sense of Mumford-
Takemoto) rank-r vector bundles with Chem classes Cx and c2 on an algebraic
surface X. The nonemptiness of -¿¿(2; 0, c2) has been studied by Taubes
[22], Gieseker [9], Artamkin [1], Friedman [8], Jun Li, etc. The generic smooth-
ness of J?l(2',Cx, c2) has been proved by Donaldson [6], Friedman [8], and
Zuo [23]. For an arbitrary r and Ci, Maruyama [17] proved that for any
integer s, there exists an integer c2 with c2 > s such that ^¿(r; cx, c2) is
nonempty; however, no explicit formula for the lower bound of c2 was given.
Using deformation theory on torsionfree sheaves, Artamkin [1] showed that if
c2 > (r + 1) • max(l, pg), then the moduli space Jti\r\ 0, c2) is nonempty

and contains a vector bundle V with h2(X, ad(K)) = 0 where ad(K) is the
tracefree subvector bundle of End(K). Based on certain degeneration theory,
Gieseker and J. Li [10] announced the generic smoothness of the moduli space

•#l(t\cx,c2).
In the first part of this paper, we determine the nonemptiness of J?i(r ; ci, c2)

in the most general form and show that at least one of the components of mod-
uli space is generically smooth. Using an explicit construction, we show the
following.

Theorem 1.1. For any ample divisor L on X, there exists a constant a depend-
ing only on X, r, ci, and L such that for any c2>a there exists an L-stable
rank-r bundle V with Chern classes cx and c2. Moreover, h2(X, ad(V)) = 0.

This is proved in §2. Our starting point is the classical Cayley-Bacharach
property. A well-known result (see [11, p. 731]) says that there exists a rank-2
bundle given by an extension of (fx(L") ® Iz by (fx(L') if and only if the
0-cycle Z satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property with respect to the complete
linear system \(L"-L'+Kx)\, that is, any curve in \(L"-L'+Kx)\ containing
all but one point in Z must contain the remaining point. It follows that to
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construct a rank-r bundle F as an extension of

(r-l)

©[<*(!,•)«>/„]

1=1

by c?x(L'), we need only make sure that Z, satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach
property with respect to |(L, - L' + Kx)\ for each i. Now, let L be an ample

divisor and normalize ci such that -rl? < Cx • L < 0. Let L' = Cx - (r - l)L
and L¡ = L. Our main argument is that if the length of Z, is sufficiently large

and if Z, is generic in the Hubert scheme Hilb,(Z,)(AT) for each i, then the
vector bundle V is L-stable and

h2(X,ad(V)) = 0.

A similar construction for stable rank-2 bundles is well known [20].
We notice that there have been extensive studies for stable rank-2 bundles

on P2 and on a ruled surface [3, 14, 13, 4, 5, 8,16, 21] and for stable bundles
with arbitrary rank on P2 [15, 18, 7, 1]. In the rest of this paper, we study the
structure of J?L(r ', Cx, c2) for a suitable ample divisor L on a ruled surface X.
In §3, we prove that Jti(r ; ci, c2) is empty if (ci • /) is not divisible by r and
that Jfi(r ; t/, c2) is nonempty if -r < t < 0 and c2 > 2(r — 1) ; moreover,
we show that the restriction of any bundle in JtL(r ; t/, c2) to the generic fiber
of the ruling n must be trivial.

In §4, we assume that X isa rational ruled surface and verify that a generic
bundle V in Jtr,(r, tf,c2) sits in an exact sequence of the form:

(1.2) o - Qtfx(-mf) - v - 0(t,).^(-i) - o
i=i j=i

where {fx, ... , fC2} are distinct fibers with t, being the natural embedding

fi'-^X and the integer «, is defined inductively by (4.20). The idea is a
natural generalization of those in [4, 5, 8]. Since the restriction of V to the
generic fiber is trivial, jr. V is a rank-r bundle on P1 ; thus, we can construct
(r-l) exact sequences:

0-<*<-»,/)-fT-Ki-.-O

where i = r,...,2,Vr=V, and V¡ is a torsionfree rank-/ sheaf. By estimat-
ing the numbers of moduli of V¡ and V**, we conclude that for a generic V,
the sheaves V2,... ,Vr are all locally free and Vx = <?x((c2-«i)/)®h where
Z consists of c2 points lying on distinct fibers. Then the exact sequence (1.2)
follows.

In §5, based on (1.2), we define a rational map O from Jfi.(r ; tf, c2) to P*2
and show that the fiber is unirational. We thus obtain our second main result.

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a rational ruled surface. Assume that the moduli space
J?L(r\ tf, c2) is nonempty where r>2, -r<f<0, and L satisfies condition
(3.3). Then J^l(t; tf, c2) is irreducible and unirational.

One consequence of Theorem 1.3 is that the moduli space .-¿/.(r ; 0, c2) on
P2 which is known to be irreducible [15, 7] is unirational. In fact, we shall
show that any irreducible component of a nonempty moduli space on a rational
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surface is unirational and determine the irreducibility and rationality in the
rank-3 case. Details will appear elsewhere
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Notation and conventions

X stands for an algebraic surface over the complex number field C. The
stability of a vector bundle is in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto. Furthermore,
we make no distinction between a vector bundle and its associated locally free
sheaf.

Kx =: the canonical divisor of X .
pg =: h°(X, cfx(Kx)), the geometric genus of X.
l(Z) =: the length of the 0-cycle Z on X.

Hilb'(X) := the Hubert scheme parametrizing all 0-cycles of length- / on X ;
r =: an integer larger than one;

Pl(V) —• cx(V)'L/rank(V) where L is an ample divisor on X and V is
a torsionfree sheaf on X.

ad(V) =: ker(Tr : End(F) -» (fx) ■ Then, End(F) = ad(F) e*x ■
[x] =: the integer part of the number x.
When X is a ruled surface, we also fix the following notation.
it =: a ruling from X to an algebraic curve C.
/ =: a fiber to the ruling n.
o =: a section to n such that o2 is the least.
e =: -a2.

rL =: b/a where L = (ao + bf) and a # 0.
d/ =: ti*(d) where d is a divisor on C ; in this case, d stands for degree

(*)•
P¿ =: the generic fiber of the ruling it.

2. Existence of stable bundles on algebraic surfaces

2.1. The Cayley-Bacharach property. Fix divisors V, Li,..., Lr_i and re-
duced 0-cycles Zi,..., Zr-x on the algebraic surface X such that Z,nZ, = 0
for l + ]. Put Z = UZ, and

(r-l)

W=®[&x(Li)®IZi].
i=i

Let Wi be the obvious quotient W/[cfx(L¡) ® Iz,]. It is well known that there

exists an extension e¡ in Ext1 (<?x(Li)®Iz¡, <?x(L')) whose corresponding exact
sequence

0 - cfx(L') -+V¡- cfx(Li) ® IZi - 0

gives a bundle V¡ if and only if Z¡ satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property with
respect to the complete linear system |(L, - L' + Kx)\ ; i.e., if a curve D in
\(L¡—L'+Kx)\ contains all but one point of Z,, then D contains the remaining
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point. Note that

(r-l)

Extx(W,<fx(L')) = © Extx(c?x(Li) ® 7Zl, &x(L')).

1=1

In the following, we study the existence of a bundle V sitting in an extension

(2.1) 0^cfx(L')->V-?->W-+0.

Proposition 2.2. There exists an extension e £ Extx(W, c^x(L')) whose corre-

sponding exact sequence (2.1) gives a bundle V if and only if for each i =
1,..., (r - 1) the 0-cycle Z, satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property with re-

spect to |(Li-L'+ **)!.

Proof. Put e = (ex,..., ey_i) where e¡ £ Ext1l((fx(Li) ® Iz¡, <?x(L')). Let V¡
be the subsheaf q>~x(&x(L¡) ® Iz¡) of V. Then V¡ is given by the extension
e¡:

0 - <fx(L') - K, - tfx(Li) ® IZi - 0.

Note that V is locally free outside the 0-cycle Z and sits in an exact sequence

0^Vi-+V^Wi-+ 0.

Since Wi is locally free at the points in Z,, we see that V is locally free at the
points in Z, if and only if V, is locally free at the points in Z,, that is, Z,
satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property with respect to \(L¡-L'+Kx)\. Hence,
our result follows.   D

Corollary 23. // h°(X, tfx(L¡ - L' + Kx) ® Iz,-{x}) = 0 for every i and for
every x £ Z,■, then there exists a bundle V sitting in the exact sequence (2.1).

2.2. Construction of rank-r bundle V. Let L be a very ample divisor on X,

and let V be a rank-r bundle. Note that

Cx(V®c?x(nL))=cx(V) + nrL.

Thus, by tensoring some line bundle to V, we may assume that -rl? <
Cx(V)'L < 0. Without loss of generality, from now on, we fix a divisor ci

with -rL2 <Cx-L<0.
We start with three lemmas. In these lemmas, we prove certain properties sat-

isfied by a generic 0-cycle in the Hilbert scheme Hilb'(A') when / is sufficiently
large.

Lemma 2.4. Let Z be a generic 0-cycle Z in the Hilbert scheme Hilb/(A').

(i)Ifl>h°(X,6fx(rL-Ci+Kx)),then h°(X, C?x(rL-Cx + KX)®IZ) = 0.
(ii) Ifl>pg, then h°(X, rfx(Kx) ®IZ) = 0.

Proof. This is straightforward.   D

Lemma 2.5. Let I > va.ax(pg, h°(X, (fx(rL-Cx +Kx))) ■ Then a generic 0-cycle

Z' in the Hilbert scheme Hilb/+1(Ar) satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property

with respect to \rL -ct+ Kx\ ; moreover, h°(X, (fx(Kx) ® Iz') — 0.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.4(ii), we need only to prove the first statement.

Define an open dense subset U¡ of Hilb'(A") such that if Z € U¡, then Z is
reduced and

h°(X, cfx(rL + KX- cx) ® /z) = 0.
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By Lemma 2.4(i), this can be done. Define V¡ to be the open subset of Hilb'(X)
consisting of reduced 0-cycles. Hence U¡ is an open dense subset of V¡. Define
Z/+1 to be the universal family in Vl+i x X :

Z'+x = {([Z],x)£Vl+ixX\x£Z}.

Then there is a surjective morphism jr : Z/+1 -* V¡ given by it([Z],x) =
(Z-x). Hence, Z/+1 - n~x(U¡) is a proper closed subset of Z/+1. Define the
natural projection:

ZM cVMxX-*+VM.

Then p is a flat surjection and p(Zl+x - n~x(Ui)) is a proper closed subset of
V¡+i. So we can choose an element Z' £ V¡+1 - p(Zl+x - it~x(U¡)). Hence,
p~x([Z']) c it~x(U¡) ; this means that for any point x in Z', Z'-x £ U¡, that
is, we have

h°(X, tfx(rL + Kx-cx)® Iz<-x) = 0   for any x £ Z'.

So Z' satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property with respect to IrL-r-A^-ci |.   D

The above two lemmas will be used to construct a rank-r bundle, while the
following lemma will be used to show the L-stability of that bundle.

Lemma 2.6. There exists a reduced 0-cycle Z" of length l(Z") > 4(r - l)2 • L2
such that if h°(X, (fx(F) ®IZ")>0, then we have F• L > 2(r - 1 ) • I2.

Proof. Choose 2(r-l) distinct smooth curves Li,..., L2(r-i) in the complete

linear system \L\. Choose a set Z" of 2(r - 1) -L2 many distinct points in
the open subset

£'>')

of Li. Let Z" = U2i7!) z," • Suppose that h°(X, (fx(F) ® 7Z») > 0. Then F
is effective. If F contains all the curves L, as its irreducible components, then

F-L>2(r-1)-L2.

If F does not have L, as its irreducible component for some i, then FnL,o

Z/' and

F.L = F.L,>/(Z,") = 2(r-l)-L2.   D

Now, for /' = 1,..., (r - 1 ), we can choose a reduced 0-cycle Z, = Z\ U Z"

such that Z\ is chosen as in Lemma 2.5 and Z" is chosen as in Lemma 2.6;

moreover, we may assume that Zx,..., Zr_i are disjoint. Put Z = (J/=i Z/
and

(r-l)

w= ©[¿W)®/z,].
;=1

Since h°(X, cfx(rL + Kx-Cx)® IZ;-X) = 0 for any x £ Z[,

h°(X, <9x(rL + Kx-cx)® Iz;uz;>-X) = 0
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for any x e Z, = Z\ u Z". Hence Z, satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach property
with respect to |rL + Kx - cx \. By Corollary 2.3, there is a bundle V sitting in
an extension:

(2.7) 0-+c?x(Cx + (l-r)L)-*V-*W-+0.

Note that Cx(V) = ci and that, since Z is nonempty, the extension (2.7) is
nontrivial.

2.3. L-stability of the vector bundle V. In the following, we show the In-
stability of the bundle V constructed above.

Lemma 2.8. The rank-r bundle V in (2.7) is L-stable.

Proof. Let U be a proper subvector bundle of V such that the quotient V/U
is torsion-free. Let U2 be the image of U in W, and let Ux be the kernel
of the surjection U -» U2 -» 0. Then we have a commutative diagram of
morphisms:

0 -> (fx(cx + (1 - r)L) -► V -► W -► 0

I î        Î
0 -► Ux -► U -> U2 -> 0

] î       I
0 0 0

Case (a):  Ux ± 0. Then Ci(£/,) = (ci + (1 - r)L) - Ex for some effective
divisor Ex. From U2 ̂  W, we have 172" -^ W* = ^(L)®('-» ; thus,

Ar2(t/r) - AVxtfo9*'-1*)=^(r2L)<-V)

where r2 is the rank of C/2 . Thus, cx(U2) = r2L-E2 for some effective divisor
E2 and

d(L7) = (cx + (1 + r2 - r)L) - (F, + E2).

It follows that cx(U)-L<(cx + (l+r2- r)L) • L. Therefore,

„ (m_Ci(U)-L ^(cx + (l+r2-r)L)-L ^Cx-L _
Hl(U) = 1TT7¿<-(Ytt^-< — -pL(V).

Case (b): Ux = 0. Then U ^ W ; thus, we see that

/\\U) - /\V) = ®\<?x(rL) ® /Uei Z/]

where r denotes the rank of U and /? runs over the set of r choices from
(r-l) letters. It follows that for some ß and for some i £ ß,

h«(X,<?x(rL-Cx(U))®Izi)>0.

In particular, h°(X, (fx(rL - Cx(U)) ® Iz;>) > 0. In view of Lemma 2.6, we

have
(TL-Cx(U))-L>2(r-\)L2 > 2TL2.

So c,(i/).L<-rL2 <r.(d.L)/r and pL(U)<pL(V).
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Thus, in both cases, Pl(U) < Pl(v) ■ Therefore, V is L-stable.   D

In the next lemma, we are going to prove that h2(X, ad(K)) = 0, that is, the
irreducible component of JtL(r; Ci, c2) containing V is generically smooth
(equivalently, this means that the versal deformation space of V is smooth).

Lemma 2.9. Let V be the rank-r bundle in (2.7). // rL2>Kx-L, then
(i) Hom(rT, V®<?x(Kx)) = 0;
(ii) A2(*,ad(K)) = 0.

Proof, (i) Let ß £ Hom(W, V®rfx(Kx)). Then ß induces a map ß' from
W* to V ® (fx(Kx) such that we have commutative diagram of maps:

W       <-   W" =(fx(L)®(r-X)

V®tfx(Kx)

To show that ß = 0, it suffices to show that H°(X, V ® rfx(Kx -L)) = 0.
Since Cx>L <0 and Kx-L<rL2, (cx-rL + Kx)-L<0. Thus,

H°(X,<?x(cx-rL + Kx)) = 0.

By our choice of the 0-cycles Z\, H°(X, &x(Kx) ®IZ;) = 0. Thus,

H°(X,rV®cfx(Kx-L)) = 0.

Now, tensoring (2.7) by <fx(Kx - L) and taking cohomology, we see that

HQ(X,V®ufx(Kx-L)) = 0.

(ii) We follow the argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.5.4 in [19]. By the
Serre duality, we have H2(X, ad(F) s H°(X, ad(V)®cfx(Kx)). Let

<p £ H°(X, ad(V)®cfx(Kx)) ç H°(X, End(V) ®cfx(Kx)).

Then we obtain a map <p from V to V ®tfx(Kx). Consider the diagram:

(2.10) 0 ̂  cfx(cx + (I - r)L) ^ V^W ^0

V
(2.11) 0-^cfx(cx + (l-r)L + Kx)-^V®Cfx(Kx)-^W®cfx(Kx)^0.

By our choice of the 0-cycles Z[, H°(X, (fx(rL -Cx+ Kx) ®IZ;) = 0. Thus,

Hornee, + (1 - r)L), ¡V®cfx(Kx)) = 0,

so p' o (pod = 0. Applying Hom(^(ci + (1 - r)L), •) to (2.11), we obtain

0 - H°(X, cfx(Kx)) - Hom(^r(c, + (1 - r)L), V ®cfx(Kx))

C° Hom(^(ci + ( 1 - r)L), W ® cfx(Kx)) = 0.

It follows that there exists t £ H°(X ,cfx(Kx)) such that

q> o 6 = A(t) = (t ® Idy) o 6
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where Id^ is the identity morphism in End(K). Thus, (<p - t ® Idv) ° 6 = 0.
Applying Hom( •, V ®cfx(Kx)) to (2.10), we get an exact sequence:

Hom(W, V®c?x(Kx)) - H°(X, End(F) ®&x(Kx))

% Horned + (1 - r)L), V ® (fx(Kx)).

From (i), we conclude that ((p - t ® \dv) = 0. Since 0 = Tr(<p) = x, <p = 0.
Hence,

A2(*,ad(F)) = 0.   D

Finally, we state and prove the main result in this section.

Theorem 2.12. For any ample divisor L on X, there exists a constant a depend-
ing only on X,r,cx, and L such that for any c2>a, there exists an L-stable
rank-r bundle V with Chern classes cx and c2. Moreover, h2(X, ad(K)) = 0.

Proof. We may rescale the ample divisor L such that L is very ample and that
rL2   >   Kx-L.    Note that   cx(W)   =   (r - l)L   and  c2(W)   =  l(Z) +
(r-l)(r-2)/2-L2.

From the exact sequence (2.7), we see that cx(V) = ci and

c2(n = /(Z) + (r-l)(c,.L)-r(r-l)/2.L2.

By the construction of the 0-cycle Z, we get

(r-l)

/(Z)=^[/(Z,')-r-/(Z,")]
1=1

> (r - 1)[1 + max(pg, h°(X, tfx(rL - c. + Kx))) + 4(r - l)2. L2].

Let a be the integer

(r-l)[l+max(pg,h°(X,<?x(rL-Cx+Kx))) + 4(r-l)2.L2]

+(r-\)(cx-L)-r(r-\)l2-L2.

Then a depends only on X, r, cx, and L. By Lemma 2.8, for any c2> a,
there exists an L-stable rank-r bundle V with Chern classes cx and c2.

Moreover, since rL2 > Kx • L, h2(X, ad(K)) = 0 by Lemma 2.9(ii).   D

Remark 2.13. In [2], Artamkin showed that ^#¿(r; 0, c2) is nonempty when-
ever

c2 > (r + l)-max(l,pg);

in particular, when we only consider the case of cx = 0, the lower bound of the
integer c2 does not depend on the ample divisor L. By contrast, the constant
a in Theorem 2.12 depends on L. In fact, if we want a universal lower bound
of c2 for all cx, this bound must depend on the ample divisor L. We shall
see this fact from Theorem 3.1 in the next section that on a ruled surface there
exists a divisor ci such that for any integer c2 we can find an ample divisor L
with J?L(r; cx, c2) being empty.

3. Restriction of a stable bundle on a ruled surface
to the generic fiber

From now on, we study stable bundles on a ruled surface X. Our first goal in

this section is to show that if 0 < (ci • /) < r and if rL > 0, then ^í¿(r ; ci, c2)
is empty.
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Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < (ci •/) < r. Then there exists a constant r0 depending
only on X,r,C\, and c2 such that -¿i.(r; ci, c2) is empty whenever r¿ > ro.

Proof. Assume that V £ JfL(r; Ci, c2). Let Ci = (ao + b/) ; then 0 < a < r.
For any divisor k on C, we see that Cx(V®c?x(-o+kf)) = (a-r)o+(b+rk)f
and that

c2(V®cfx(-o+kf)) = c2 + (r- l)(arj+b/) • (-a+kf)+r-^-^- ♦ (-a+k/)2.

By the Riemann-Roch formula, we conclude the following:

X(V®cfx(-o + kf)) = a'k + a'(b+l-gc)-c2-e{a ~a).

Let k = gc - b + [c2/a + e(a - l)/2] + 1. Then x(Y ® &x(-o + k/)) > 0.
Thus, h'(X, V ® &x(-o + k/)) > 0 where i = 0 or 2. On the other hand, put

r     m-».\r i kr + b   *    2rX(cfx)+er + kr + b
ro = max < e +-, e

}■r-a r+a

Then   r0   is  a   number  depending  only   on   X, r, cx,   and   c2.       If

h°(X,V®cfx(-a + kf))>0,

then there exists an injective map c?c(o - kf) «-» K. By the stability of F, we
see that (o - kf) • L < (aa + bf)- L/r. By direct calculations, we get

kr + b
rL<e + T=a->

but this contradicts with the choice of the numbers ro and rL.
If h2(X, V®cfx(-o + k/)) > 0, then h°(X, F* ®cfx(Kx + a-kf))>0.

Hence, there is a nonzero map V -+ (fx(Kx -a + kf) which can be extended
to

V -» ifAr(^x + a - k/) ® ̂ r(--E) ® ̂ z -» 0

for some effective divisor F. By the stability of V, we must have

c.(n •L/r <#*•£ +(ff - k/)-£ - F-L < tf*-L + (a - k/)-L.

By a straightforward calculation, we obtain that

2r;f(<!?A0 + c'r + rcr + è
fL^e-TTa-;

again, this contradicts our choices of r0 and rL .
Therefore, if r¿ > ro, the moduli space ^í¿(r ; cx, c2) is empty.   D

Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 only says that for a fixed ci with 0 < ci • / < r and
for a fixed c2, the moduli space JiiXr ;cx,c2) is empty for some special ample

divisor L (e.g., when rL > ro). For another ample divisor L', J?L'(r ', Cx, c2)
can be nonempty (see [21] when r = 2) ; we will discuss this issue in other

places.
In view of Theorem 3.1, our next goal is to study the moduli space

^L(r;tf,c2) where -r < t < 0. Let F € ^i(r; tf, c2) where L is of
the form (a + Tif) with

(3.3) rL > max{e72 - X{*x) + r(gc + \c2\) + 1, 2\e\ + r(gc + \c2\)}.

We want to show that the restriction of the stable bundle V to the generic fiber
is trivial. To start with, we prove the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 3.4. Let U be a ranks bundle with an injection U «-» V.
(i) For any divisor d with d > -r(gc - \c2\) - 1, h2(X, U* ®cfx(df)) = 0.
(ii) // Cx(U) = -if with 0<a<(r- s)(gc + |c2|) and c2(U) < c2, then U

sits in
0-*Ux^U-+cfx(nf)®Iz-+0

where Ux is a rank-(s-\) bundle with an injection Ux <-+ V; moreover, Cx(Ux) =

-(a + n)/ with 0 < (a + n) < (r - s + l)(gc + \c2\) and c2(Ux) < c2.

Proof, (i) By the Serre duality,

h2(X, U*®cfx(df)) = h°(X, U®&x(Kx-df)).

If
h°(X,U®<fx(Kx-df))>0,

then we have tfx(df - Kx) «-» U »-» V ; by the stability of V, we obtain that

(if-Kx)'L<t-^<0.

On the other hand, we have (d/-Kx)-L = d- 2(e/2 - x&x)) + 2rL>0 in
view of the assumption (3.3); but this is a contradiction.

(ii) By the Riemann-Roch formula, one checks that

X(U* ® &x(kf)) = s • k + s • x{*x) + a - c2(U) > s. k + s • x(&x) + a - c2.

Let k = gc + [(c2 - a)/s]. Then x(Um ® &x(kf)) > 0. Since

t>fcf^-"-?fc + N)-l>-KfcH-N)-l,

h°(X, U* ®(fx(kf)) > 0 by (i); thus, there is an exact sequence:

0^ Ux -► U -»(fx(kf-E)®Iz -* 0

where F is effective and Z is a 0-cycle. Since U/Ux is torsion-free, Ux is a
bundle. Let E = (Xo + pf). Then A > 0 ; moreover, p > 0 when e > 0 and
p > ke/2 when e < 0. We claim that A = 0 ; otherwise, A > 1 ; then

Cx(Ux)-L = (Xo + (p-a-k)f)-L

= A(rL -e?) + ju-a-k

>(rL-e)-\e\-a-k.

But

a + fc < (r - 5)(gc + |c2|) + gc + [(c2 - a)/s]

<(r- s)(gc + \c2\) + gc + \c2\

= (r-s+l)(gc + \c2\)

<r(gc + \c2\).

So Ci(C/i)-L > rr.-2\e\-r(gc + \c2\) > 0 by our assumption about ri.;butthis
contradicts the stability of V. Therefore, E is supported in the fibers of the
ruling and U sits in the desired exact sequence; moreover, c2(Ux) < c2(U) < c2 .
Note that Ci(C/,) = -(a+n)/ and that (a + n) <(a+k) < (r-s+l)(gc + \c2\).
By the stability of V, -(a + n)/(s - 1) < -t/r < 0. Thus, (a + n) > 0.   O
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Theorem 3.5. Let V £ JtL(r;tf, c2) where -r < t < 0 and L satisfies (3.3).
Then

Proof. By Lemma 3.4(ii) and induction on the rank of subbundles of V, we
conclude that there exists a flag of subbundles of V : Vx c V2 c • • • C Fr_i c
K = V such that rank(^) = i, c2(V¡) < c2, Cx(V¡) = -b,/ with 0 < 6, <
rige + N) for i < r, and Vj/V^i = tfx(%-x - b,)/) ® h¡ where Z, is an
0<ycle. Hence KUi = c?Sr.   D

Next, we prove the following simple observation.

Lemma 3.6. If the moduli space Jtr.(r; tf, c2) is nonempty, then it is smooth
with dimension 2rc2-(r2-l)(l-gc); in particular, c2 > (l-gc)(r2-l)/(2r).

Proof. Since L satisfies (3.3), Kx-L < 0. By a well-known result of
Maruyama, j^t(r;tf ,c2)  is smooth with the expected dimension 2rc2 -
(r2-l)(l-£C).   D

We notice that the ample divisor L in Theorem 3.5 depends on the integer
c2 (that is, condition (3.3)). However, in our existence result Theorem 2.12, the
integer c2 has to be bigger than some constant depending on L. Thus, Theorem
2.12 cannot apply to the present situation to guarantee the nonemptiness of the
moduli space ^í¿(r; tf ,c2). The following result deals with this problem.

Proposition 3.7. Let r > 2, -r < t < 0, and L = (a + tLf) with rL > (\e\ +
2r - 2). If c2 > 2(r - 1), then the moduli space Jti(r; tf, c2) is nonempty.

We omit the proof since it is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem
2.12 (replacing the L in W by /). It seems to us that a stronger result should
hold; that is, if c2 > (r + t), then Jli(r; tf, c2) is nonempty (see Theorem
5.4(iii)).

4. Generic bundles in JtiSj ; tf, c2) on a rational ruled surface

From now on, X will be a rational ruled surface. In this section, we will
study the structure of a generic bundle in ^Él(r ; tf, c2) where L satisfies (3.3)

and -r <t <0.

4.1. Exact sequences associated to a bundle V in Jtr,(r; tf, c2). In this sub-
section, we will construct (r-l) exact sequences for each vector bundle in the
moduli space ^ii(r; tf, c2). We begin with two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let U be a rank-i bundle with cx(U) = af and U\r, = cfS1.

Then
(i) it,U is a rank-i bundle on P';
(ii) degc,(ji,i/)>(a-c2(lO).

Proof, (i) Note that Tt, U is always torsion-free. Thus, %»U is a vector bundle.

Since C/Li  is equal to £»»', the rank of %»U is equal to i.

(ii) Since U\V\ = <?£', Rxit,U is a torsion sheaf supported in some points;

thus, degCi(Pl7r.t/) > 0. By the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula (see

[12, p. 436]),

ch(*.f/) - ch(Rxn.U) = ii.(ch(l/)• td(7;)) - î + (a- c2(U))-[pt]
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where Tx is the relative tangent bundle, td(F„) = 1 + (a - e/2'f) and \pt]
stands for the class determined by a point. Therefore,

degCi(7t.C7) = degCi(Pl7r.LV) + (a-c2(C7))>(a-c2(t/)).   □

Lemma 4.2. Let U be a rank-i bundle with Cx(U) = af and E/Li = (fS'. If

(4.3) n.U = cfv,(-n)eJ ©^.(-n,) ® • • • ® ¿p,(-n,_,)

where 1 < j < i and n <nx <■■■ < n¡-j, then
(i) in + (i-j)<(c2(U)-a);
(ii) in - h°(Px ,it.U® cfPi(n)) < (c2(U) -a)-i;

(iii) the bundle U sits in an exact sequence of the form:

(4.4) 0^(fx(-nf)^U ^ rT-0

where W is a torsion-free rank-(i - 1) sheaf with W\pt = (W')Li = r#_I).

Proof, (i) Since n < nx <-■- < n¡-j, by Lemma 4.1(ii), we have

i-j

(c2(U) - a) > - degci (it, U) =jn + ^nk> in + (i - j).
k=X

(ii) Note that A°(P1, n*U ®<?ri(n)) = j. Therefore, by (i),

in -h0(Px ,ii.U®<?pl(n)) < [(c2(U) -a)-(i- j)] -j = (c2(U) -a)-i.

(iii) Since there is a natural injection i:*(nmU) «-► U, we have

(fx(-nf)^U.

We claim that the quotient W = U¡rfx(—nf) is torsion-free: otherwise, we
have

(4.5) (fx(-nf) — <?x(-nf + D) ̂  U

where D is some nontrivial effective divisor. Since U\v¡  is equal to tfS', D

is supported in the fibers of n. Put D = df where d > 0. Applying nm to

(4.5), we obtain
cfPi(-n) <-Kff,(-n + d) <-*n,U;

but this is impossible in view of the assumption (4.3).

Thus, we have the exact sequence (4.4). Since W is torsion-free, W is
locally free outside possibly finite many points. Restricting (4.4) to PL, we see
that

o ->¿p.. -¿™ -> w\K = i*~|p. - o.

Since cx(W) = (a + n)f, we conclude that WL, = WU = (f®{i~l).   0
k k rK

Proposition 4.6. Let V £ ^¿(r; tf, c2) where L satisfies condition (3.3) and
-r < t < 0. Then there exist (r-l) exact sequences:

(4.7) o - cfx(-mf) - vr - Vi_i - 0

where i = r,...,2,Vr = V, and V¡ is a torsion-free rank-i sheaf such that

(i) 7t.(^")=^pi(-«/)e-"®¿^p.(-/i,,i)®---©(^pi(-«I)/_7j.) with n¡<nitk;
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(u) (Vi)\n = (*T)Ipl =*%;
(iii) ¿m + (î - it) < (c2(vr) -1 - Zrk=i+x »*) ;
(iv) im - A°(P', it.(Vr) ® <*. [Ht)) < (c2(Vr) - t - EUm »*)-'•

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, F|Pi = <£$r. Now the exact sequences (4.7) and the
K "%

properties (i) and (ii) follow from induction and Lemma 4.2(iii). Note that

cx(vr) = cx(Vi) = cx(v;+\) + ni+xf=(t+ ¿ »*)/.
V    k=i+i   J

Therefore, the properties (iii) and (iv) follow from Lemma 4.2(i) and (ii).   D

4.2. The number of moduli of V, and V**. In this subsection, we estimate the
number of moduli of Vi and V" . These estimations will be used in the next
subsection to study generic bundles in the moduli space Jfi\i", tf, c2) where
L satisfies condition (3.3) and -r < t < 0. To begin with, we collect some
properties satisfied by the sheaf V¡.

Lemma 4.8. (i) For each i, there exists a canonical exact sequence

(4.9) 0 -» V, - V** ̂Qi^O

where Q¡ is a torsion sheaf supported on finitely many points in X ;

(ii) dimHomW, <?x(-nMf)) + 1 < dim Aut(V*+\) ;

(iii) Ext2^, <*(-»*+./)) = 0;
(iv) -x(Vi, cfx(-m+xf)) = c2(Vi) + (t + 2X,+i u*) + i • m+¡ - i.

Proof, (i) This is a standard fact. The torsion sheaf ß, is supported on those
points where V¡ is not locally free.

(ii) Applying the functor Hom( V¡£¡, - ) to the exact sequence (4.10), we have

0 - HomTO , <?x{-ni+lf)) - End(^) -2*U Hom(^,, V,)

where y/í+x(ld)=p¡ for the identity endomorphism Id in End( !£*,). Thus,

dimAut(^;*,) = dimEnd^;*,) > 1 +dimHom(^*"i, 0x(-nMf)).

Similarly, applying the functor Hom( •, cfx(-m+xf)) to (4.10), we obtain

0 -» Hom(*i, cfx(-m+xf)) - Hom(^ , <?x(-m+xf)) ;

thus, dimHom(^" , <fx(-ni+xf)) > dimHom(l^, cfx(—n¡+xf)). Hence,

dimAut(^;*,) > l+dimHom(Vi,cfx(-m+if))-

(iii) Since <?x(Kx + ni+lf)\r¡ = cfr¡ (-2) and (Vi)\r, = cf®,', we see that

H°(X, Vi ® &x(Kx + m+xf)) = 0. By the Serre duality,

Ex\2(Vi,&x(-m+xf)) a H°(X, Vi®ffx(Kx + nMf)) = 0.

(iv) Recall that by definition, x(&\,&ù = E^oí-iydimExt'^,.^) for
two sheaves ft and ft on X. Let td(A") be the Todd class of X, and let
ch(y ) be the Chern character of a sheaf ft. Then we have the formula:

X(ft, ft) = (ch(ft)m • ch(^) • td(*))4
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where * acts on H2'(X, Z) by multiplication of (-1)'. Thus, we obtain

-X(V¡, cfx(-ni+xf)) = c2(Vi) - ¿(Kx• Cx(V¡)) + i.nM - i.

Since Cx ( V¡) = (t + ]£*=/+1 nk)f, the conclusion follows immediately.   D

Next, for convenience, we introduce some notation.

Notation 4.10. (i) Let /, = h°(X, Q¡) for i = 1,..., r - 1.
(ii) Let Si = [#(moduli of V¡) - dim Aut(^)] for / = 1,..., r - 1.
(iii) Let Sf = [#(moduli of VP*) - dim Aut(^")] for i = 1,..., r.
Now we estimate the number of moduli of Q¡, V¡, and V**.

Lemma 4.11. (i) ^(moduli ofQ¡) - dim Aut(ß,) < /,.
(ii) Sti<Sr + (i +1)/;.
(in) Sf* < Si-x - X(Vi-x, Sxi-nJ)) - h°(X, V** ®<?x(mf)).

Proof, (i) From (4.7), we have an exact sequence

(4.12) 0 - <fx(-ni+xf) - Vil\ - F, -> 0.

Applying Hom(-, ft) to (4.12), we obtain

dimHom(^, Q¡) < dimHom(I£*,, Q¡) = (/ + 1)/,.

Applying Hom( •, Q¡) to (4.9), we get

0 - Hom(ß,, Qi) - Hom(^", Q¡) - Hom(^, ft)

- Extx(Qi, Qi) - Extl(Vr, Qi) = 0.

It follows that

dim Ext1 (Qi, Qi) - dim Hom(ß,, Q¡)

= dimHomW, Q¡) - dimHom(^", Q¡) < (i + 1)/, - il¡ = /,.

Since
#(moduli of Qi) < dim Ext1 (Q¡, Q¡)

and
dimAut(Qi) = dimHom(ft, Q¡),

(4.13) #(moduli of ft) - dimAut(ß,) < /,.

(ii) From the exact of (4.9), we see that

#(moduli of V¡) < #(moduli of V¡") + #(moduli of ft) + dimHom(^" ,

- dim Aut(^") - dim Aut(ß,) + 1

= S;* + [#(moduli of Qi) - dim Aut(ß,)] + dimHom(*7*, ft) + 1

< sr+h+Hi+1 < ¿7* + a+1)/, +1.
Since dim Aut(^) > 1, we obtain that S¡ < S" + (i + 1)/,.

(iii) Similarly, from the exact sequence (4.7), we have

#(moduli of VP*) < #(moduli of V¡.x) + dimExt'(^_,, cfx(-mf))

-dimrlom(c?x(-mf), V,") - dim Aut(^_.) + 1

= *,_, + dimExt'i^-,, cfx(-mf)) - h°(X, vr®cfx(mf)) + 1

m ôi-x ~X(Vi-x, ¿xi-Hif)) - h°(X, Vt"®cfx(mf))

+ 1 + dimHom(^_,, tfx(-mf))
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where we have used Lemma 4.8(iii) in the last equality. By Lemma 4.8(ii),

Sf* < Si-x - x(Vi-x, <?x(-nif)) - h°(X, vr ®efx(mf)).   D

Proposition 4.14. ¿;* < #£, + 2(c2 - ££j lk) - (2i - 1) + f/j-,.

Proof. By Lemma 4.8(iv) and Proposition 4.6(iv), we have

-^(^_1,^(-nJ/)) = c2(^_1)+(r + ¿nik)+0-l)«I-(/-l)

= c2(Vi

V       k-l+1

\       k=i     )

nk + inA -(i'-l)

< c2(V*') + [c2(VD + h°(Px, %,(Vr) ®^p.(«/))] - (2i - 1)

= 2c2(^") + h°(x, vr ®<fx(mf)) - (2/ - 1)

-2(*-g") + h0(X,vr®cfx(mf))-(2i-l).

Therefore, by Lemma 4.11 (ii) and (iii), we conclude that

SV < S'lx - x(Vi-i, <?x(-mf)) - h°(X, vr®<fx(mf)) + iU-x

< S'lx +
(-§*)

-(2/-1) + //,_..     D

4.3. Generic bundles in the moduli space Jti(r; tf, c2). Our purpose is to
determine the structure of a generic bundle in Jti\r ; tf ,c2).

Lemma 4.15. Assume ^íi(r; //, c2) is nonempty where -r < t < 0 and L
satisfies (3.3). Then for a generic bundle V in Jt¿(r; tf, c2), there are (r - 1)
exact sequences:

(4.16) 0^<?x(-mf)-Vi^Vi_x^O

for r>i>2 with the following properties:
(i) V, = V, V¡ is a rank-i bundle for i = r —\,... ,2, and

H=^xM/ + ¿««J/J®/z,;

(ii) l(Zx) = c2, and Zx is supported in c2 distinct fibers;

(iii) m = [û=i], and m = [te"" fi*»*] for i = r- 1,..., 2.

Proof. Note that r5," = #(moduli of K^-dimAutiK,") = -1. By Proposition
4.14,

¿;-<¿r+E
i=2

r-l

2<r2 - 2£k - (2/ -1) + //,_,
k=i

= -1 + 2(r -l)c2 + (i- r2) + £(3 -/)/,-

r-l

D»=i
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Since <?;* = #(moduli of V) - 1 and Y:~{ U = c2, we have

r-l

(4.17)      #(moduli of V) < 2rc2 + (1 - r2) + £(1 - /)/, < 2rc2 + (1 - r2).
¿=i

By Lemma 3.6, since ^É¿(r; tf, c2) is nonempty, we always have

#(moduli of V) = 2rc2 + ( 1 - r2) ;

thus, in particular, all the inequalities in (4.17), (4.13), and Proposition 4.6(iii)
become equalities. Hence, for a generic bundle V in Jti\r ; tf, c2), we con-

clude that:
(a) Since (4.17) is an equality, l2 = • • • = lr-x = 0 ; so h =c2. It follows that

V2, ..., V,_x are bundles, and (4.16) comes from (4.7). Since Vx is of rank-1,

F,=4r(í* + ¿«í]/Wz,

for some 0-cycle Zx on X. Thus, Qx = ^z, and /(Zj) = /j = c2. This proves

(i).
(b) Since (4.13) is an equality and Qx = (fzx ,

#(moduli of Zx ) = #(moduli of ß, ) = 2/, = 2c2.

Thus, for a generic bundle V, Z\ is reduced and supported in c2 distinct

fibers. This proves (ii).
(c) Since Proposition 4.6(iii) is an equality, for / = 2,..., r, we have

r r

i-m + (i-ji) = c2(V;')-t- £ nk=c2-t- £ nk;

k=i+X k=i+X

note that 0 <(/-;,) < ' '■> thus, m = [Ç2fL\, and

(C2 -1) - EU+i m
«,=

for /" = r - 1,... , 2. This proves (iii) and completes the proof.   □

Proposition 4.18. Assume that JliSr\ '/» ¿i) is nonempty where -r < t < 0
and L satisfies (3.3). Then a generic bundle V in ^(r; tf, c2) sits in an

exact sequence.

(4.19) 0 - Qw-mf) - F - ©(t.-),<?/((-l) - 0
i=i i=i

where the integer n¡ is defined by induction as follows:

(4.20) m =
(C2 -t)~ Zk=i+x ni

for i < r   with nr =
c2-t

and {fx,... t fa) ore distinct fibers with t, being the natural embedding /
X.

Proof. First of all, we notice that if (c2 - t) = ar + e with 0 < e < r, then

(4.21) " if,' = £+1'(a ifz = c+l,...,r,

l.fl-f-1     if/=!,...,£.
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In particular, m < Hj if i > j. By Lemma 4.15, for a generic bundle V in
^l(t; tf, c2), we have (r - 1) exact sequences (4.16). Consider the first two
exact sequences:

0-+*x(-nrf)-*v£±Vr-x-*0,

0 - <fx(-nr-xf) - K-i - Kr_2 -, 0.

Then the subsheaf P~\(c^x(-nr-xf)) of V sits in an exact sequence:

0 - tfx(-nTf) - pr--i(^(-«r-i/)) - <?x(-nr-xf) -> 0.

Since nr < nr-x, Ext1(cfx(-nr-xf), c?x(-nrf)) = 0 ; thus,

P7-x(^x(-nr-xf))= ©<*(-»,/)•
i=r-\

We check that K/©;_,_, <?*(-!!,■/) = F;-i/#r(-»r-t/) = K,_2. Thus, V sits
in

0 -> © <*(-*,■/) - K - Vr-2 - 0.
i=r-l

By induction and the fact that Hom(¿?r(-«./), K,) s H°(X ,ùfx(c2f)®IZt) ¿
0, we conclude that V sits in an exact sequence:

r

0- ©4r(-»i/) -» K- Vxl*x{-nxf) -0.
i=i

Now the exact sequence (4.19) follows from the observation that

Vx/Sxi-nJ) = IzJ<?x(-c2f) = ©(t,)^(-l)
i=i

where fx,..., fC2 are the c2 distinct fibers supporting the 0-cycle Zx.   U

Remark 4.22. (i) By Theorem 3.5, for any stable bundle V in ^.(r; tf, c2),
n*(ic»V) is a locally free rank-r subsheaf of V with the quotient ß being
supported on the fibers of the ruling n over which the restriction of V is non-
trivial. Another possible approach to prove Proposition 4.18 is to study the
exact sequence

0-»*'(*. K)- F-+ß-0

and to estimate the number of moduli of these K's in terms of the data of ß
and the rank-r bundle n» V on P1. In fact, this approach has been used very
successfully by Friedman [8] to study stable rank-2 bundles on an arbitrary
ruled surface. However, for r > 2, the difficulty of this approach lies in the
observation that the deformation of Q is quite complicated.

(ii) From the exact sequence (4.19), we conclude that

r

*'(*.V) « ©<?*(-«//)
i=i

for a generic bundle V in the moduli space JtL(r; tf, c2).
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5. The moduli space JtL(r; tf, c2) on a rational ruled surface

In this section, based on the results from the previous section, we determine
the birational structure of the moduli space JtL(r; tf, c2) on a rational ruled
surface where L satisfies (3.3) and -r < t < 0. First of all, we introduce the
following notation.

Notation 5.1. (i) Let »,-, /, and t, be as in Proposition 4.18. Put

Wo = ©<*.(->!/), W = it'(W0) = Qrfx(-mf), and ß = ©(t,).^(-1).
i=i i=i i=i

(ii) Let Jf be the Zariski open and dense subset in JtL(r ; tf, c2) parametriz-
ing all bundles sitting in exact sequences of the form (4.19).

(iii) Let <P : Jt -> U be the morphism defined by

i=i

where U is a Zariski open and dense subset in Syrn^P1) = P*2.
Next, we want to determine the fiber <P_1(u) for u £ U. We start with a

lemma.

Lemma 5.2. (i) rlom(W, V) =i End(W) ;
(ii) dimAat(W) = r2 and dimAut(ß) = c2 ;

(iii) dimExt1(ß,W) = 2rc2.

Proof, (ii) and (iii) follow from (4.21) and the definitions of W and ß. In the
following, we prove (i). Since W = ic*W0, End(Jr) S* End(W0). Since 7t»ß is
torsion and

H°(Px,n.Q) = H°(X,Q) = 0,

ii.Q must be zero. Applying /i, to (4.19), we have ti. V = re, W = Wo. Thus,

Hom(W, V)=iH°(X, V®W) = H°(Px,ii.(V®ic,(W¿)))

*H°ÇPx,Wo® W¿ ) =i End( W0) * End( W).   D

Proposition 5.3. Let u£U. Then the fiber ®~x(u) is birational to Ext^ß, W)

modulo the (c2 + r2 - \)-dimensional group actions from Aut(W)/C* and
Aut(ß).

Proof. By Lemma 5.2(i), Tlom(W, V) 2 End(^).
From the proof of Lemma 4.15, we see that generic extensions in Ext1 (Q, W)

must correspond to bundles in the Zariski open and dense subset J?. It fol-
lows that <P-1(w) is birational to Ext'(ß, W) modulo the group actions from
A\xt(W)IC' and Aut(ß). By Lemma 5.2(h),

dimknt(W) = r2   and    dim Aut(ß) = c2.

Therefore, the group actions are (c2 + r2 - l)-dimensional.   D

Now, we prove the second main result in this paper.
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Theorem 5.4. Assume that the moduli space Jtúj", if, c2) is nonempty where
r>2,-r<t<0, and the ample divisor L satisfies condition (3.3). Then

(i) JijXr ; tf, c2) is irreducible and unirational;
(ii) a generic bundle V in ^ii(r; tf, c2) sits in an exact sequence

(5.5) 0 - ©<*(-,,,■/) - V - ©(t,).^(-1) - 0
i=i i=i

where the integer m is defined by induction as follows:

\c2 - t) - EU-+1 n
(5.6)        m = for i <r with nr =

c2-t

and {fx,..., fa) we distinct fibers with t, being the natural embedding f *-»
X;

(iii) (c2-t)>r.

Proof, (i) By Lemma 5.2(iii), the extension group Ext1 (Q, W) has dimension
2rc2. By Proposition 4.24, we have a rational map fl> from the moduli space
J?t(r ; tf, c2) to P*2 such that a generic fiber <P(w) is birational to

[Aut(H0/C*]\C®2rc7 Aut(ß).

Therefore, -<íí(r; tf, c2) is irreducible and unirational.
(ii) This is the same as Proposition 4.18.
(iii) Since cfx(-nrf) *-» V and V is L-stable, -nrf-L < tf-L/r < 0;

thus, nr > 1. Since nr = [(c2 - t)/r] < (c2 - t)/r, we get (c2 - t) > r.   D

Remark 5.7. In Theorem 1.9 of [2], Artamkin showed that if c2 > r > 2, then
^l(i", 0, c2) is nonempty and irreducible. Therefore, by Theorem 5.4(iii), we
conclude that Jfi(r ; 0, c2) is nonempty if and only if c2 > r.
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